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This paper aims to reconstruct the main strands of Italian educa-
tional thought using academic pedagogical magazines as a mirror
for scientific and political developments through the years. I shall
follow a chronological order, indicating the main changes which have
occurred in Italy since its unification, concentrating on cultural turns
and academic shifts. Pedagogical and school magazines have been
the object of quite a number of extensive historical works, followed
by other studies on school and educational publishing houses. Gior-
gio Chiosso has been the leading figure in this research for many
years, having directed national projects in pedagogical journals and
publishing houses, which have provided important historical tools,
such as the catalogues of Italian school and educational magazines
1820-1945 (Chiosso, 1989, 1992, 1993, 1997) and the catalogues of
Italian pedagogical publishing houses in the XIX and XX centuries
(Chiosso, 2003a, 2008). Whilst the pedagogical magazines before
and after unification have been carefully catalogued, the educational
journals of Republican Italy have yet to be researched. An updated
short biography and bibliography of the quoted educationalists can
be found in the recent biographical dictionary directed by Chiosso
and Sani (2013).
I. The origins of Italian
school magazines in the
first decades after
unification (1861-1900)
Pedagogical journals alreadyexisted before unification. So-me of them played a significant
role in the pedagogical debate, such
as Guida dell’educatore [The Educa-
tor’s Guide](1836-45), edited in Tusca-
ny by the liberal Catholic educatio-
nalistRaffaello Lambruschini, a leading
figure in Italian pedagogy; or the Pied-
montese L’educatore primario [Ele-
mentary school teacher], later L’edu-
catore [The educator] (1845-48), which
discussed schooling and educational
policy and represented a group of fol-
lowers of the Lombard Ferrante Apor-
ti, including Giovanni Antonio Rayneri.
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Following a reorganization as Giorna-
le della Società d’istruzione e d’educa-
zione [Journal of the Society for schoo-
ling and education] (1848–52), it went
on to become the long-standing L’isti-
tutore [The tutor] (1852–94) directed
by Domenico Berti and Giovanni Lanza,
which could boast the collaboration of
important educationalists, such as Nic-
colò Tommaseo. This journal, from 1845,
was the mouthpiece of the liberal Ca-
tholic wing, which favoured a united
Italy under the control of the monar-
chy of Savoy (Romano, 1925; Chiosso,
1989, 1997). After unification (1861),
with the freedom of the press gran-
ted by the Piedmontese Constitution
of 1848 extended to the other regions,
pedagogical and school journals we-
re established throughout the entire
peninsula.
These magazines were written by
teachers, headmasters, school inspec-
tors, educationalists including some
famous ones like Giuseppe Sacchi, edi-
tor of Patria e famiglia [Fatherland
and family] (Milan, 1861–73) (Chiosso,
1997, pp. 484–485), but not by pro-
fessors.Their aim was to ameliorate
teachers’ practice and also to defend
their economic rights. The editorial
and publishing hubs were Turin, Flo-
rence, Milan (already notable peda-
gogical centres, with important pu-
blishing houses) and, after 1870, Ro-
me. One has to remember that Turin,
capital of the Kingdom of Sardinia,
was the capital of Italy up until 1864,
with Florence then becoming the ca-
pital until Rome was conquered in
1870. The growing self-awareness of
teachers as a professional class favou-
red the gradual growth of magazines
of teachers’ associations at the end of
the century (86 in 1880–1900). As mo-
st authors and editors were adherents
of Positivism, their magazines were
an expression of an homogeneous cul-
tural trend, which also aimed to dif-
fuse the values of patriotism. (Chiosso,
1988b. pp. 1136–7.).
After unification, the chair of Pe-
dagogy (previously established in
Habsburg-ruled Padua and Pavia and
since 1847 in Turin with Rayneri) was
set up in other Universities, within the
Faculty of Arts. It was always linked
with Philosophy and held a minor aca-
demic position. The new professors of
pedagogy were philosophers (hardly
ever Catholic and mostly Positivist),
like Roberto Ardigò in Padua and An-
drea Angiulli in Naples.In Pavia and
subsequently in Rome the Herbartian
Luigi Credaro taught. The position of
Italian chairs offers many similarities
to Wolfgang Brezinka’s picture of aca-
demic chairs in the Habsburg Empire
(Brezinka, 2000–2014).
Due to the political situation, Ca-
tholic pedagogy was long excluded
from the universities, with some ex-
ceptions like Turin, where the tradi-
tion survived thanks to Giuseppe Al-
lievo. The cultural and political op-
position between Church and State,
worsened after Rome’s capture, drew
papal Catholics away from the Sta-
te schools. Fierce argument raged
around schools where religion was
omitted and around a school system
that did not recognize private and the-
refore Catholic schools, whose final
certificates had no legal value (Palom-
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ba, 2008). Catholic magazines like La
libertà d’insegnamento [Freedom of
teaching] (Bergamo 1879–84) and Fe-
de e scuola [Faith and school] (Bre-
scia 1892–1904) vehemently opposed
the school policy of the time. The
authoritative Jesuit Journal La civiltà
Cattolica (1850–present day) dedica-
ted space to questions of education
and schooling.In 1893 in Brescia Scuo-
la Italiana Moderna [Modern Italian
School] (1893–present day) was born,
a soon to be famous didactic maga-
zine for elementary school teachers,
read throughout Italy, which concen-
trated on practical teaching methods
and suggestions (Cattaneo and Pazza-
glia, 1997; Chiosso, 1997. pp. 622–627).
In 1904 the Catholic national publi-
shing house La Scuola (still in existen-
ce) was founded in Brescia to support
this magazine. This publishing hou-
se then printed other school journals
and many school textbooks (Pazzaglia,
2004).
II. The Liberal age at the
beginning of the XX century
(1900–1921)
At the beginning of the XX century Ita-
lian universities had professors who
were Positivist, neo-Kantian or Her-
bartian. Catholics, and neo-Idealists
like Benedetto Croce and Giovanni Gen-
tile were totally or partially excluded
from university life until around the
time of the First World War and its af-
termath. The magazine La critica [The
critic] edited by Croce (1903–44, in col-
laboration with Gentile until 1923) ex-
pressed vehement criticism of the aca-
demic philosophical and pedagogical
establishment, against Positivism and
Herbartism. Around Croce and Genti-
le many bright intellectuals gathered:
the new generation, which was dissa-
tisfied with the exhausted materiali-
sm and Darwinism and the drytech-
nicism of Positivistic and Herbartian
pedagogy (Turi, 2006).
The elementary school teachers,
already grouped together in associa-
tions, joined the national union, foun-
ded in 1901 by Luigi Credaro (Unione
magistrale nazionale, UMN) (Baraus-
se, 2002). In the same year the union
of secondary school teachers (Fede-
razione nazionale insegnanti scuola
media, FNISM) was set up by the so-
cialists Gaetano Salvemini and Giuseppe
Kirner (Ambrosoli, 1967). The Catholic
wing quitted the UMN in 1908, since
the Union had proved to be domina-
ted by anti–Catholic feeling (the deba-
te around the teaching of religion in
schools was intense: Catholics wan-
ted to re-establish it, while Socialists
refused). The number of magazines
of teachers’ associations and of local
sections increased until Fascism clo-
sed them in 1925. The number of di-
dactic journals, conversely, kept de-
creasing, as was already happening at
the end of the XIX century: small ma-
gazines were often absorbed by big-
ger ones, supported by powerful pu-
blishing houses (Chiosso, 1988b. pp.
11137–11140). These changes were an
expression of the developments occur-
ring within schools, with the rise in
importance of teachers’ unions and
the industrialization of some northern
parts of Italy.
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Meanwhile, a breakthrough occur-
red:the establishment of academic pe-
dagogical journals, in which profes-
sors were fully engaged, hence pro-
viding new media: not only magazi-
nes about teaching and about teachers’
rights, but journals that gave space to
deep discussion of pedagogical theo-
ries. In 1906 in Pavia, Francesco Save-
rio De Dominicis, who held the chair
of education there, published the Ri-
vista di Pedagogia [Journal of Peda-
gogy] (1906–11), a last expression of
the Positivism which had dominated
the late XIX century (Chiosso, 1997, pp.
567–568). Two years later, Luigi Cre-
daro set up the Rivista Pedagogica
(1908–39) in Rome, as the mouthpie-
ce of Herbartian and Kantian intellec-
tuals, against Positivistic materialism
and neo-Idealism, that reduced peda-
gogy to philosophy. Credaro surroun-
ded himself with important educatio-
nalists like the neo-Kantian Giovanni
Vidari from Turin; Giovanni Calò from
Florence, who embraced a spirituali-
sm not far removed from Herbartism;
and Nicola Fornelli, a Herbartian and
professor in Naples.
The Rivista Pedagogica published
articles about the history of education,
experimental education, the theory of
education, also not forgetting school
policy. Credaro was Minister of Edu-
cation (1910–14) and in 1911 managed
to win approval for the law that ad-
vocated elementary schools to the Sta-
te, which had been already drawn up
by his predecessor Edoardo Daneo. A
leading exponent of Herbartism, Cre-
daro supported teachers’ cultural and
economic battles, was involved in po-
litics and carried out a significant cul-
tural campaign through his magazi-
ne (Chiosso, 1997, pp. 570–572; D’Ar-
cangeli, 2000, 2004; Chiaranda, 2005;
D’Arcangeli and Messa 2009).
But in spite of his efforts, neo-
Idealism was gradually prevailing,
thanks to the academic role of Gen-
tile and later his actions as Minister
of Education. Gentile, who held an
academic teaching qualification both
in Philosophy and in Pedagogy, en-
tered the academic world in 1906 as
professor of History of Philosophy in
Palermo. In 1914 he was appointed
Professor of Philosophy in Pisa. He
was then called by Rome University in
1917. Gentile, like Croce, considered
pedagogy to be a part of philosophy.
In 1911 his friend Giuseppe Lombardo
Radice, a fellow Sicilian by birth, was
appointed professor of Pedagogy in
Catania, moving to Rome in 1924 (to
the Istituto di Magistero, antecedent
of the present-day Faculty of Educa-
tional Sciences). In Florence Ernesto
Codignola, a close associate of Genti-
le, had been teaching Pedagogy since
1918.
All these three intellectuals had
studied Philosophy in Pisa, an in-
stitution which bore a strong Hege-
lian stamp. They were at the time
friends. Whilst Gentile had stronger
theoretical interests, Codignola and
Lombardo Radice devoted their ener-
gies to the renewal of pedagogical
thought and teaching and had close
links to elementary school teachers.
Lombardo Radice was a particular-
ly clever educationalist, who gradual-
ly inserted Progressive education in-
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to the neo-Idealistic anthropology, al-
ways considering man as a spiritual
being and thus stressing the artistic di-
mension of learning and the necessity
to respect the psychology of children
and their way of thinking.These men
believed in the importance of teachers’
culture, which must be improved th-
rough lifelong education. To this end,
they developed a series of publica-
tions, publishing classic texts of phi-
losophy and education – with Gentile
dedicating himself more to secondary
school (Ginnasio-Liceo) teachers – as
well as new magazines.
In Palermo, Lombardo Radice set
up I Nuovi Doveri [New Duties]
(1907–11), and after the Great War L’E-
ducazione Nazionale [National Edu-
cation] (1919–33), which was an in-
fluential journal, featuring prestigious
authors. In Florence, Codignola di-
rected Levana (1922–28) and La nuo-
va scuola italiana [The new Italian
school] (1923–38). These journals
(Chiosso, 1997, pp. 284–287, 395–397,
459–463) were the voice of the neo-
Idealist intellectuals and educationa-
lists. (Cives, 1970; Fornaca, 1972; Chios-
so, 1983; Cavallera, 1996; Tassinari and
Ragazzini, 2003; Turi, 2006; Oliviero,
2007a; Cambi, 2010).
The debate about school policy
also raged fiercely between the neo-
Idealistic journals and Credaro’s Ri-
vista Pedagogica. Credaro’s neo-
Herbartism was accused of arid intel-
lectualism. The neo-Idealists opposed
positivistic materialism and the preva-
lence of didactics over the education
of the human spirit. They advocated-
school reform, with an education to-
wards a national conscience and pa-
triotic ideals at its core. They acknow-
ledged religious values and the neces-
sity of a religious education for the po-
pular and lower classes, thus gaining
respect from the Catholic front. The
complete history of these journals and
these polemics has still to be under-
taken - only Rivista Pedagogica has
been studied by D’Arcangeli (2000): so
far, historians have used other sources,
mainly books or archival sources for
Gentile. The so-called Giolitti’s age
was a vibrant cultural exchange of the
utmost importance and these journals
show the richness of the pedagogi-
cal debate over theories, methods and
school policies, that involved profes-
sors as well as teachers, headmasters
and inspectors, bearing witness to the
cultural maturity of the Italian school
world, at least the better part of it.
Fifty years after unification, teachers’
competence had improved and a pe-
dagogical renewal was supported by
the neo-Idealistic front.
The Great War had a strong im-
pact on schools (Polenghi and Trebisac-
ce, 2015). The title of Lombardo Radi-
ce’s new magazine, L’Educazione Na-
zionale, testified to the shared need
for a school system where patriotic
and spiritual values were present.
III. Neo-Idealistic Reform
and Fascism (1923–1945)
Appointed Minister of Education in
Mussolini’s first government, Gentile
managed to accomplish wide-ranging
school reform in 1923, bringing years
of debates and discussions to a point
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of culmination (Ostenc, 1980; Charnitz-
ky, 1994, pp. 73–154). Lombardo Ra-
dice, his right-hand man as Director
of Primary Schooling in the Ministry
of Education, provided the new pro-
grams for elementary schools. Gentile
and Lombardo Radice thoroughly up-
set the school editorial market, com-
pelling the publishing houses to adhe-
re to the reform and pedagogical neo-
Idealism (Sani, 2008; Chiosso, 2013; Po-
lenghi, 2015). Codignola worked with
them.
But after Matteotti’s murder in
1924, in 1925 the dictatorship began.
The reactions of the neo-Idealists were
different and the united front broke
down. Croce rejected Fascism and his
relationship with Gentile assumed a
tone of sore polemic. Lombardo Ra-
dice had already rejected Fascism in
1924 and resigned from his ministerial
appointments. He was put under poli-
ce surveillance. He remained a friend
of Gentile, but developed a progres-
sive pedagogy, gradually distancing
himself from neo-Idealism. His jour-
nal L’Educazione Nazionale defended
Gentile’s School Reform from Fascist
attacks and revisions. Apparently not
political, his journal was nonetheless
against the regime, and in 1933 it was
closed down (Cives, 1983). In Leva-
na, Codignola backed Gentile and his
reform too, but also supported Mus-
solini until 1929–30, for he was critical
of the Concordat with the Church and
the dismantling of the liberal spirit of
Gentile’s reform.
The regime disbanded teachers’ as-
sociations, but initially asked peda-
gogical and school magazines just to
adhere to a national/nationalistic vi-
sion and to the Fascist schooling po-
licy. In fact, many magazines could
carry on, preserving the same edito-
rial boards, among them I diritti della
scuola [School Rights] (1899–2005) a
very influential school magazine prin-
ted in Milan, the Catholic Scuola Ita-
liana Moderna, and Credaro’s Rivista
pedagogica (up to 1939). The situation
worsened in the Thirties. In 1930 the
State single textbook was imposed in
all elementary schools, thereby eradi-
cating teachers’ freedom (Sani, 2008);
the compulsory oath for professors
clearly became an oath of loyalty to
Fascism.Non-fascist contributors had
to leave editorial boards. New Fascist
journals were founded, like Scuola fa-
scista [Fascist School] directed by Lui-
gi Volpicelli (1932–43) (Chiosso 1997,
pp. 613–614).
Codignola abandoned Fascism
from 1938 (his wife was Jewish). Lom-
bardo Radice died in the same year.
Another dissonant voice was Giovan-
ni Calò, who from 1911 was professor
of Pedagogy in the Faculty of Arts of
Florence and director of the National
Didactic Museum. Between 1929 and
1938, he edited its magazine La vita
scolastica [School life], that dealt pu-
rely with teaching issues, but actually
implied the refusal of a centralized
school system. Calò was not a neo-
Idealist and gradually came close to a
Christian humanism.(Scaglia, 2013).
In 1933 the Catholic magazine
Scuola Italiana Moderna started pu-
blishing the Supplemento pedagogico
[Pedagogical supplement] which was
the very first scientific Catholic pe-
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dagogical journal (1933–42, 1948–52).
Its leader was Mario Casotti, a phi-
losopher who had followed Gentile
and worked with Ernesto Codignola,
developing pedagogical themes. He
had been editor in chief of Levana
and then of La Nuova scuola italiana.
Like Codignola, he gradually aban-
doned neo-Idealism, until he firmly
embraced the Catholic faith and neo-
thomistic philosophy. Professor of
pedagogy in Turin, in the Istituto di
Magistero, he was appointed in 1924
by the Catholic University of Milan,
founded in 1921 as a private universi-
ty and recognized by Gentile in 1923.
Around Casotti gathered a group of
educationalists who carried on the tra-
dition of the Catholic Italian pedago-
gy of the XIX century (Lambruschini,
Capponi, Rosmini, Tommaseo, Don Bo-
sco). Dévaud, Foerster and Ferrière pu-
blished in the journal. Progressive
education was known through Lom-
bardo Radice’s work and authors like
Ferrière in particular (Chiosso, 2003b).
No political references can be found
in the Supplemento pedagogico of
those years, as it is to be expected.
In 1942 it ceased publication (Chiosso,
1997. p.627–628; Chiosso, 2001a. pp.
116–120, 182–185).
So whilst Gentile and Lombardo
Radice managed to change Italian
schooling in 1923, the dictatorship
stopped the process of pedagogical
renewal. No real debate was allowed
and pedagogical magazines died out,
or survived by not mentioning school
policy or pretending to accept it, or by
truly sharing fascist views on educa-
tion. Montessori left Italy in 1934, the
regime closed her schools and in 1936
also suppressed her Opera nazionale
for teacher training.
IV. Republican Italy and
democracy (1946–1962)
After the war, the role of schools and
of civic education was perceived as
central to the re-building of a natio-
nal democratic identity. The key que-
stions revolved around these issues:
schooling and democracy; the role of
classics in secondary schools (a cen-
tral plank of Gentile’s reform); the
role of religion (reintroduced as a di-
scipline by Gentile in 1923) in state
schools; how to design a democratic
middle school (for 11–14 year olds),
since school was compulsory to the
age of fourteen and Italy had three
different middle school systems, ba-
sed on pupils’ social class, rather than
on their merit and cognitive abilities
(Sani, 2006; Palomba, 2008).
With the Republic, new school ma-
gazines for elementary and secondary
school teachers, for lay and for Ca-
tholic teachers, for headmasters, for
kindergarten educators and for school
unions were set up. The old Scuola
italiana moderna (Catholic) and I di-
ritti della scuola (secular), which had
managed to survive during the dicta-
torship, now flourished. Authoritati-
ve professors of pedagogy published
in these two magazines, whose pri-
mary aim was to be a teaching tool
for teachers. As for academic magazi-
nes, no scientific pedagogical journals
had been issued since 1943: Creda-
ro and Lombardo Radice’s journals
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had been suppressed, the fascist ma-
gazines were suspended in 1943, and
the others ceased publication due to
the difficulties brought about by the
conflict.
New scientific pedagogical jour-
nals were born in the aftermath of the
war and in the Fifties. These new ma-
gazines were built upon the pedago-
gical philosophies of the earlier years
and were directed by educationalists
who had been active previously, but
new ideas were also introduced which
reflected the political and cultural si-
tuation of post-war Italy. A detailed
and scientific analysis of these maga-
zines has yet to be undertaken, so
I shall limit myself to sketching the
fundamental points.
With the arrival of democracy, new
professors could be appointed and the
situation of academic pedagogy reflec-
ted the political situation – once again,
here we lack a detailed picture of the
chairs of education in Republican Ita-
ly. We have to base our analysis on the
biographies of some leading figures
of professors of education and bear in
mind some key questions. After the
war Italy experienced a strong con-
frontation between the new Catholic
Party (DC) and the Communist Par-
ty (PCI), which has to be seen as a
reaction to the fall of the Fascist dicta-
torship but also has to be read in the
international context of the Cold War.
The DC governed the country for
years with the support of small par-
ties which were heirs to a moderate
liberal thought, until in 1963 the So-
cialist Party (PSI) joined the govern-
ment, following preparations towards
this in 1962, thus opening the new
phase of the so called Centro-Sinistra
(Centre-Left governments) (Ginsborg,
1989/90/2003).
In the cultural world, the Ideali-
stic culture had persisted , for deca-
des, in spite of the declared refusal of
it. Many intellectuals had received a
neo-Idealistic education, that still con-
ditioned their approach. Ex-followers
of Gentile like Casotti in Milan, Co-
dignola in Florence, Volpicelli in Ro-
me and Gino Ferretti in Palermo we-
re all authoritative professors. Until
the Seventies, the pedagogical deba-
te often still bore a Gentilian stamp
(Mencarelli, 1986, vol.1). Professors of
pedagogy also taught history of edu-
cation (which was mainly a history of
pedagogical ideas, from an idealistic
perspective) and didactics: the same
professor had to master a number of
different areas, and above all philo-
sophy. Therefore, the new journals
of pedagogy were magazines which
dealt with pedagogical theories but
also with the history of pedagogical
ideas, and with didactics, experimen-
tal pedagogy and school policy: there
was still a unitary conception of peda-
gogy as a whole, that was rooted in
Idealism.
The scientific pedagogical journals
reflected the academic (and political)
cultural situation. We can in fact di-
stinguish three main cultural trends:
Catholic; Liberal, progressive and se-
cular; and Communist. Their pedago-
gical projects reflected their ideas of
democracy and their anthropologies.
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IV.1. Catholic Journals
The very first academic pedagogical
journal was Rassegna di pedagogia
[Review of Pedagogy] (1941–43, 1946–
present day), founded by Raffaele Resta
and Giuseppe Flores D’Arcais in 1941,
to fill the gap left by the closure of
Credaro’s Rivista pedagogica. In 1943
publication ceased, with Flores D’Ar-
cais and Resta having refused to allow
it to become the magazine of the Mi-
nistry of Education of the Republic of
Salò, led by Mussolini but controlled
by Nazi Germany.
Re-opened in 1946, Rassegna di pe-
dagogia was edited for more than 50
years by Flores D’Arcais, of the Uni-
versity of Padua. Padua was one of
the main centres of Catholic pedagogy
and Flores D’Arcais was a clever expo-
nent of Spiritualism and Personalism.
The magazine hosted articles by im-
portant Italian authors, from Giovanni
Calò of Florence to Luigi Stefanini of
Padua, but also welcomed foreign ar-
ticles, particularly from Germany (Flo-
res D’Arcais had a Ph.D from Würz-
burg). It was critical towards Idealism,
naturalism and pragmatism. From
the Fifties, it also explored themes of
school policy, such as teacher training
and school reform (Zago, 2005, 2007,
2010).
If Rassegna di pedagogia represen-
ted the Paduan Catholic Institute of
Pedagogy, Brescia, where the Catholic
publishing house La Scuola was ba-
sed, soon became a lively, thriving cul-
tural centre, which released a new se-
ries of pedagogical publications and a
new magazine. La Scuola was not on-
ly a schools publishing house, which
edited textbooks and teachers’ maga-
zines, like the old Scuola italiana mo-
derna: it became a type of national
cultural workshop, that gave voice to
Catholic professors from all over Italy.
However, it had strong links with the
Catholic University of Milan, which in
1965 opened a campus of the Faculty
of teacher training (Facoltà di Magi-
stero) in Brescia. From 1948 to 1952
the Supplemento pedagogico was pu-
blished again. In 1953 it enjoyed a re-
launch and reinvigoration, becoming
Pedagogia e Vita [Pedagogy and li-
fe] (1953–present day). Mario Casotti
was the managing editor of this jour-
nal from 1933 to 1971. The magazine
represented pedagogical personalism
and neo-Thomism. Gentile’s reduc-
tion of pedagogy to philosophy was
contested and Lombardo Radice’s les-
sons were remembered. Pedagogia e
Vita hosted articles on the history of
education and didactics too, as well
as articles by foreign authors: Eugè-
ne Dévaud, Friedrich Wilhelm Förster
and Maria Boschetti Alberti. The theo-
ries of Makarenko, Decroly, Montesso-
ri and Dewey were discussed. The
school policy of foreign countries was
also presented and debated.
This international perspective was
present in Pedagogia e Vita as well
as in Rassegna di Pedagogia (Chiosso,
2001a. pp. 167–187). In these jour-
nals the criticism of Marxism, athei-
sm, secularism, naturalism and Idea-
lism was strong. The progressive pe-
dagogy was only gradually integra-
ted. Casotti and Mauro Laeng, pro-
fessor in Rome,expressed criticism of
the lack of religious aims in Dewey,
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but appreciation for the methodology
of his research and the influence of
psychology (Laeng, 1955).
Unlike Gentile, Casotti accepted
the support that psychology, socio-
logy and biology could give to pe-
dagogy, but he adhered to Gentile’s
views in firmly binding education to
philosophy, not only to ethics but to
metaphysics, in a thomistic perspecti-
ve, whereas Stefanini referred to Plato
and St. Augustine (Caimi, 1985). Mari-
tain was a touchstone for the Catho-
lic front, which was also rather suspi-
cious of the technicality of didactics
(here again one can see the influence
of Gentile). Catholic educationalists
refused the naturalism of progressi-
ve education, but accepted teaching
innovations, thanks to the mediation
of Eugéne Devaud, who had a good
relationship with Decroly and who
was well known in Italy. Even before
the Second World War, Devaud was
viewed in light of Lombardo Radice’s
method, thanks to some young Ca-
tholic teachers like Marco Agosti, who
developed a “Christian progressive”
education (Scaglia, 2015). In 1955 Pe-
dagogia e Vita dedicated an issue (n.1)
to progressive education: Casotti, Ca-
lò and Agosti saw the opportunity for
a settlement between Catholic anth-
ropology and active learning, which
others like Catalfamo denied.
Montessori was associated with
Positivism and had already been criti-
cized by Giuseppe Lombardo Radice,
who accused her method of being arti-
ficial and expensive. Montessori came
back to Italy after the war, to revive
her Opera Nazionale Montessori. So-
me Catholics had indeed appreciated
some parts of her methodology, but
Montessori never belonged to the ca-
demic world (in 1905, she had been
only the fifth woman in Italy to gain
the academic teaching qualification,
but she never succeeded in integra-
ting and eventually left the Universi-
ty, a male world where women were
not really accepted) (Polenghi, 2008;
Pironi, 2010).Gentile’s influence can
be perceived in this prolonged hostili-
ty towards empiric and experimental
pedagogy, which was ultimately over-
come, in the Catholic world, by the
Salesians.
The Pontifical Salesian University
opened in Turin in 1941 (it would later
relocate to Rome in 1965). In 1956 the
Istituto superiore di pedagogia (not
yet a Faculty, but a strong educational
centre) was opened, two years after
the launch of a pedagogical magazine,
named Orientamenti pedagogici [Pe-
dagogical Guidelines] (1954 – present
day). Young Salesians had been sent
to the USA, Louvain and Freiburg to
refine their education. The journal,
edited by Don Pietro Braido, published
many historical essays, especially on
Don Bosco, as well as on the history
of religious education (by Braido him-
self); articles on experimental pedago-
gy and didactics: Don Luigi Calonghi
had studied at Leuvain with Raymond
Buyse; Renzo Titone had studied in the
USA, UK, France and Germany; Gino
Corallo went to the USA and publi-
shed a detailed and critical book on
Dewey (Corallo, 1950). Braido, like Ca-
sotti, defined pedagogy as a specula-
tive and practical science, thus giving
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voice to experimental education on
the basis of Aristotle.
IV.2. Secular and Progressive
pedagogy
The real introduction of Dewey in
Italy is due to the liberal and secu-
lar front, led by Codignola and Bor-
ghi. Codignola dropped Idealism in
favour of pragmatism. He had met
Carleton Washburne, who came to Ita-
ly in 1943 with the American army
and stayed until 1948. Lamberto Bor-
ghi, being Jewish, had left Italy after
the racial law of 1938 and went to the
USA, where he met John Dewey and
William H. Kilpatrick. He then became
a full professor of pedagogy in Paler-
mo in 1952 and in 1955 replaced Codi-
gnola in Florence, where he remained
until 1982. Borghi spread Dewey’s
thought, until then little known in
Italy, editing many books of his and
adopting and discussing his pedagogi-
cal theory. Democracy had to be crea-
ted on the basis of a rational religious
faith, not a denominational one. State
schools had to be neutral in terms of
religion (Tassinari, 1987). In 1950 Co-
dignola set up the magazine Scuola
e città [School and city](1950–2003),
which was a mouthpiece for this
trend of neo-enlightenment, liberal
and progressive pedagogy.
Following Codignola’s death, Bor-
ghi became the managing editor of
Scuola e città, from 1965 to 1972. Al-
do Visalberghi, like Borghi, a Philoso-
phy graduate from Pisa, (with a thesis
on Benedetto Croce), won a Fulbright
scholarship and was in the USA in
1952–53, where he met Washburne
and Kilpatrick. Later Professor of Pe-
dagogy in Turin, Milan and Rome bet-
ween 1962 and 1989, Visalberghi, who
was a Socialist, edited Dewey’s trans-
lations and disseminated a liberal pe-
dagogy, which was both tolerant and
pacifist. He was also editor of Scuo-
la e città. He wrote about evaluation
and empirical research. Scuola e città
spread Dewey and a neo-enlightened
humanism. It boasted an internatio-
nal editorial board, with R.Cousinet,
A. Ferrière, C.Washburne, P.Volkov,
L.Meylan, and J.Lauwerys, and publi-
shed articles by Freinet and J. Kilpa-
trick. The journal voiced strong critici-
sm of the school policy of the Catholic
Party Democrazia Cristiana and the-
refore of the Ministry of Education,
which was held by the DC for thirty
years.The questions of religion as a
school subject and of religious private
schools produced heated debate.
In 1955 the Minister Ermini is-
sued a new curriculum for elementary
schools, largely based on progressive
pedagogy and personalism, where Ca-
tholic religion had a key role. Scuola
e città disputed this (for instance the
compulsory morning prayer in clas-
srooms was contested). In the Sixties
the journal leaned towards socialism,
due to the influence of Tristano Codi-
gnola, Ernesto’s son, who as an MP,
and later senator, held responsibility
for the school policy of the Socialist
party (PSI). In the Seventies Scuola e
città abandoned Dewey in favour of
Marxism (Cambi and Striano, 2010).
Another relevant journal was I pro-
blemi della scuola [School problems]
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(1955–present day), edited by Luigi
Volpicelli until 1983, when his son
Ignazio took over. A follower of Gen-
tile, Volpicelli had helped Giovanni
Bottai in writing his Carta della Scuo-
la [School Charter], the fascist school
law issued in 1939. In the same year,
on the death of Lombardo Radice, Vol-
picelli succeeded him to the chair of
Pedagogy in Rome. Volpicelli rejected
Progressive education and psychologi-
cal functionalism and favoured Spran-
ger, Litt, and above all Hessen: the
philosophy of values was opposed to
Dewey’s ethical pragmatism (Chios-
so, 2015, pp. 100–102; Zizioli, 2009).
Again, Gentile’s stamp was still in evi-
dence. Around Luigi Volpicelli’s jour-
nal various professors of pedagogy
gathered, with different views, but
certainly all in favour of secularism.
IV.3. Communist pedagogy
In the aftermath of the war the Com-
munist Party (PCI) did not develop
a school policy but concentrated on
political organization and militancy,
modelled on the Soviet example. Ca-
tholic education was rejected as dog-
matic; denominational schools were
considered dangerous; Dewey’s pe-
dagogy was accused of being a false
doctrine of freedom, an expression of
American capitalism (Ragazzini, 1987,
pp. 106–187; Semeraro, 1982; Tassinari,
1987; Pruneri, 1999).
In 1955 the Communist Party star-
ted to publish Riforma della Scuola
[School Reform] (1955– present day).
The managing editor was Lucio Lom-
bardo Radice, Giuseppe’s son, a mem-
ber of the PCI, and a professor of ma-
thematics with a deep interest in edu-
cation, clearly inspired by his father.
The Editor in chief was Dina Bertoni
Jovine, an elementary school teacher,
member of the PCI, and author of rele-
vant books on the history of education
and schooling, who had only mana-
ged to enter the academic world in
1967, when she became professor of
Pedagogy in Catania (Semeraro, 1979).
The magazine was the official voice of
the educational and school policy of
the PCI. The editorial board boasted
intellectuals such as Antonio Banfi, pro-
fessor of philosophy and Concetto Mar-
chesi, professor of Latin literature, pro-
tagonist of many cultural debates, and
member of the Constituent Assembly
of the Italian Republic (1946–48).
Riforma della Scuola accepted
Antonio Gramsci’s interpretation (his
books had been published since 1948
and had gradually influenced Italian
Communism). Gramsci’s reappraisal
of culture and ideology, whereby they
were not seen as mere superstructure,
but as a powerful tool for class hege-
mony, allowed him to assign greater
importance to school and education.
The project of school reform was po-
litical as well as pedagogical.The first
revolution had to happen in men’s
consciences (Broccoli, 1972). Bertoni
Jovine published many articles on the
history of schooling and education, gi-
ving space to popular education and
reading schooling as an aspect of the
class struggle. Contrary to Dewey, she
linked discipline to responsibility: na-
turalness did not grant freedom. Ho-
wever, she praised Giuseppe Lombar-
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do Radice, who had been her profes-
sor in Rome and whose ethics lessons
she never forgot. School, as Gramsci
stated too, was a key element in the re-
volution of consciences. Nonetheless,
the support for Anton S. Makarenko
and the criticism towards progressi-
ve education started to be contested
within the PCI, when some teachers
began to use less directive teaching
methods, thus allowing Dewey’s and
Freinet’s didactics to enter into their
practice. The communist teacher Bru-
no Ciari, previously a student of Codi-
gnola in Florence, joined the editorial
board of the magazine, after having
published in 1961 Le nuove tecniche
didattiche, hence opening the journal
to progressive pedagogy.
It is interesting to check which fo-
reign authors were discussed in the
academic journals from the Fifities up
to 1992. We shall limit the analysis
to the titles of articles of Scuola e cit-
tà, Pedagogia e vita and Riforma della
scuola (results elaborated from the da-
ta collated by Scarpellino, 2104). (Table
n.1)
Clearly these results are partial,
for they should also take into ac-
count other journals and items, such
as translations and books on these au-
thors. Nonetheless, we can offer some
observations. Dewey is by far the mo-
st commonly discussed author, with
49 articles, but 38 (28 in the first two
decades) appeared in Scuola e città,
which was really the driving force be-
hind his public platform. The second
author is Gramsci, with 29 quotations,
23 of them in Riforma della scuola
(16 after 1970). Piaget scores 20 arti-
cles, particularly in Scuola e città after
1970 (10). Lombardo Radice is referen-
ced in 19 articles, and is discussed by
all three journals, but particularly by
Pedagogia e vita (10), during the 40
years. Gentile scores 16, but it is Peda-
gogia e vita that dedicates 14 articles
to him, 8 of them before 1970, main-
ly by his ex-follower Casotti, who
continued to discuss neo-Idealism.
Marx gets the same score, with 10
articles in Riforma della scuola, as
was to be expected, but 7 of them be-
fore 1970 –after which Gramsci led
the score. 14 articles were dedicated
to Montessori, with a slight predomi-
nance in Pedagogia e vita (6). Mari-
tain was discussed 13 times, but only
by Pedagogia e vita. The same can
be noted for Förster, who was quoted
12 times by Pedagogia e vita, but on-
ly up until 1970. Freinet was quoted
by the three journals, although main-
ly by Scuola e città (8). Authors like
Makarenko, Illich, Bruner and Vygo-
tskij appear in all three journals, whe-
reas others appear only in one (Dè-
vaud, Hessen, Kerschensteiner, Spran-
ger, Willmann in Pedagogia e vita) or
in two. Progressive education seems
to be concentrated on the key figure
of Dewey, widely discussed in Codi-
gnola’s Scuola e città, while Catholic
educationalists concentrated on För-
ster and Maritain, but still debated
neo-Idealism and Giuseppe Lombar-
do Radice. Communist discussion re-
volved around the work of Marx and
Gramsci.
Each journal makes reference to
its own standard-bearers: Dewey, Ma-
ritain, and Gramsci, and there is a
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Table 1: Most quoted contemporary educationalists in the titles of articles of 3 Journals 1950–92
Educationalists quoted in the title of articles Scuola e città Pedagogia e vita Riforma della scuola All three
1950–70 1971–92 Total 1950–70 1971–92 Total 1950–70 1971–92 Total Total
Bruner 3 3 1 2 3 3 3 9
Claparède 2 2 1 1 3
Cousinet 1 1 2 3 1 4 6
Croce 2 2 3 3 6 8
Decroly 1 1 5 5 6
Dèvaud 3 3 3
Dewey 28 10 38 4 4 8 1 2 3 49
Förster 12 12 12
Freinet 5 3 8 1 1 1 2 3 12
Gentile 1 1 2 8 6 14 16
Gramsci 3 3 1 1 7 16 23 29
Hessen 2 2 2
Kerschensteiner 3 3 3
Kilpatrick 1 1 2 1 1 1
Illich 1 1 2 2 3 3 3
G.Lombardo Radice 1 4 5 5 5 10 3 1 4 19
Makarenko 1 1 2 3 3 5 5 10
Maritain 3 10 13 13
Marx 1 1 1 4 5 7 3 10 16
Montessori 5 5 5 1 6 3 3 14
Piaget 1 10 11 1 2 3 4 2 6 20
Skinner 2 2 1 1 3
Spranger 2 2 2
Suchodolski 1 1 2 2 4 5
Vygotskij 2 2 1 1 4 4 7
Washburne 1 1 2 1 1 3
Willmann 2 2 2
clear separation of interests (some au-
thors are relevant only to one maga-
zine, that is to say the other/others
do not even discuss them). A cross-
platform interest is to be detected for
Lombardo Radice and Dewey, and to
a lesser degree for Montessori, Frei-
net and later for Piaget and Bruner,
as well as Illich, who is discussed in
each of the three journals. Lombardo
Radice (more than Gentile) appears to
be an author of ongoing influence.
V. From the Single middle
school (1962) to the crisis of
ideologies
During the Fifties there was a stark op-
position of ideologies. The language
used was also militant and reflected
the Cold War atmosphere. In its very
first editorial, Pedagogia e vita decla-
red that one of its aims was to "pre-
pare the educators to defend our glo-
rious traditions in the school trenches,
where battles for the success of values
are really won or lost" (Pedagogia e
vita, 1952, n.1, p. III). Scuola e città in
an article of 1950 wrote that the sepa-
ration between Catholic and secular
education had to be total: "Our op-
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position to the magisterium that the
Church intends to exert through Sta-
te institution is a radical opposition,
calm but irreconcilable" (Rodelli, 1950,
p.118). France was quoted as a model
of the secular State, often opposed to
Franco’s Spain.
The expectations raised by the
substantial participation of teachers
(211,000) in the national survey
(1947–49), promoted by the Catholic
minister of education Guido Gonella,
died with the failure of his attempt
at school reform in 1950–51. Accu-
sed of defending Catholic schools, Go-
nella faced a firestorm of objections.
The sharp ideologization of the deba-
tes rendered a parliamentary school
law impossible, leading to a reversion
to a school policy carried out throu-
gh administrative acts (Gaudio, 1991,
Semeraro, 1991; Chiosso, 2001b, 2001c).
As a consequence of this stagna-
tion, Italian schools were basically still
governed by Gentile’s reform.But in
an age of rapid industrialization and
social change and in a democratic
country where illiteracy was strongly
fought, the existence of three diffe-
rent types of middle school, based on
parents’ social class more than on pu-
pils’ abilities, was the heritage of an
outdated world. The sticking point
in the debate (in fact since 1905) was
the role of Latin, whether it should
be kept, which favoured the prepa-
ration of future pupils of Ginnasio-
Liceo classico (secondary grammar
schools -with a classics-based curri-
culum), or dropped, as unnecessa-
ry for children of the lower classes.
The debate was long and also invol-
ved teachers’ associations, which were
engaged in establishing new jobs: a
post-elementary school could appoint
elementary school teachers, whereas
a middle school with a more com-
plex and wider curriculum needed
teachers with a degree, as indeed was
the final decision. The law 31 dec.1962
n.1859 gave rise to the single middle
school (11–13 yrs) (Scuola media uni-
ca , which still had Latin, but as an
optional subject, which was eventual-
ly dropped in 1977. The political shift
in the government, with the new al-
liance between the Catholic (DC) and
the Socialist (PSI) parties allowed this
goal to be reached (Pazzaglia, 2001b).
Tristano Codignola, in the PSI, was
a leading figure in this reform. The
academic pedagogical world was qui-
te united in supporting the reform. In
fact, leaving aside minor differences,
and once the position of the Catho-
lic elementary school teachers, who
supported a post-elementary school,
was resolved, for pedagogical reasons
within the Catholic faction, the bac-
king was fairly uniform. Riforma del-
la Scuola published many articles in
favour of the single middle school,
with better qualified teachers. The
communist professor of Latin, Mar-
chesi was in favour of compulsory La-
tin, because of its educational value,
but the Communist Party and magazi-
ne stressed the importance of sciences
and of Italian scientific traditions.
In its first editorial Riforma della
Scuola had already observed that the
values of the classical world had to
be kept only in the Liceo classico, as
the ideal of Humanity for the new ge-
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neration "cannot be now the classic
Greek-Roman world, but it must be
the mighty age in which modern civi-
lization had its dramatic and enlighte-
ned beginning, that is to say the Re-
naissance, which finds in whole men
like Leonardo and Galileo its highest
symbol". Latin had to be eliminated
from every kind of school, except the
Liceo classico (Riforma della Scuola,
1955, n.1).
Marchesi’s position, in favour of
the educational value of Latin as
a logical language, was a minority
one on the political left (Pazzaglia,
2001a).The battle for Latin was also
hindered by the memory of the na-
tionalistic defence of Latin during the
Fascist regime, even if Giovanni Bottai
actually also stressed the natural link
between Latin and Italian, enhancing
the linguistic heritage in his school
reform of 1939 (Gentili 1979). The
1962 single middle school law was
a democratic result (after decades of
debate) that came also from the en-
gagement of professors of different
cultural perspectives, since it was sup-
ported by the academic world, both
secular and Catholic, for its demo-
cratic impact. From a pedagogical
point of view, Hessen’s theory was
also relevant. As a result, the single
middle school had different discipli-
nes, which had to be taught by specia-
list subject teachers, who had to have
a degree and a teaching qualification
(Oliviero, 2007b).
In 1968 another relevant law was
passed, concerning State kindergar-
tens: pre-school age children (3–5
years) should have the opportunity
to attend a State kindergarten. Up
until then, infants’ schools had been
largely set up by Church institutions
(Bobbio, 2016).
In the Fifties and Sixties, the tea-
ching profession, both secular and Ca-
tholic, was heavily involved in social
battles, for adult education and litera-
cy, for family education, for the inclu-
sion of disabled people (from the Six-
ties onwards), for school renewal and
changes in teaching methods (Fornaca,
1982). Pedagogy as an academic disci-
pline was linked with philosophical
and didactic questions (teacher trai-
ning) as well as social and political
issues. Southern Italy’s educational
problems were debated in Prospettive
pedagogiche [Pedagogical perspecti-
ves] (Messina 1964–present day), edi-
ted by the Catholic Giuseppe Catalfamo.
The personal political involvement of
various professors was the expression
of a civic feeling after Fascism. The
cultural debate revolved around peda-
gogical theory and anthropology, and
school policy. Progressive education,
supported by Scuola e città, was gra-
dually accepted and incorporated into
the Christian tradition, by Rassegna
di pedagogia and Pedagogia e vita,
and into the communist perspective
by the young generation of teachers.
The 1968 movement, the boom of
enrolments in universities, leading to
the creation of a mass society univer-
sity population, the fall of the Ber-
lin wall in 1989 and the breakdown
of communist ideology, together with
the shattering of the Italian Catholic
and Socialist parties, secularism, mo-
dernisation, social and cultural chan-
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ges that have affected Italy as well,
all of these have affected pedagogi-
cal theories. In the Nineties primary
school teacher training was raised to
university level (Fornaca, 1982; Men-
carelli, 1986, vol.2; Chiosso, 2015, pp.
115–230). In 1995 the Teacher Training
Faculty (Facoltà di magistero) beca-
me the Faculty of Educational Scien-
ces (Facoltà di Scienze della forma-
zione), a change that clearly opened
up graduate career pathways into the
fields of socialcare and welfare. Aca-
demic pedagogy is oriented towards
extra school jobs too. The collapse of
ideologies, the creation of new chairs
in the Nineties and the pressure to-
wards specialisation led to particular
consequences. The number of profes-
sors increased, but a mapping of the
pedagogical chairs is still lacking1.
At the same time, the idea of ge-
neral pedagogy as the encyclopaedia
of all pedagogical knowledge has fa-
ded (Mariani, 2008). The breakdown
of ideological barriers has generally
produced respect for different anthro-
pologies, but the risk of relativism is
very strong (Acone, 1994, 2004). Tea-
ching methods, new media and ICT
have gained ground, so that technolo-
gical tools, important as they are, may
overwhelm the anthropological foun-
dation of education in teacher educa-
tion and school policy. School policy
is largely dominated by sociologists,
economists and scientists, rather than
by professors of education. Obses-
sed for decades by Gentile’s heritage,
eventually dismissed as a curse, Ita-
lian pedagogy lost its tradition and
its links with a sound anthropologi-
cal perspective, thereby losing the ca-
pacity to read and interpret the pre-
sent, shackling itself to empirical ana-
lysis and limiting itself to teaching
methods. In the traditional scheme of
ends and means, the latter now pre-
vail (Massa, 1987; Chiosso, 2015, pp.
255–257).
Conclusions
In the XIX century there were no aca-
demic journals, since the discipline
was limited to few chairs and was
always linked to philosophy. Many
school magazines for teachers were
founded. The need to improve the
cultural background of elementary
school teachers stimulated the birth
of these useful magazines. At the da-
wn of the XX century a strong con-
frontation took place between Positi-
vism and Herbartism, and a growing
neo-Idealistic front. Academic jour-
nals were one of the places where
this struggle was played out. During
the Fascist regime, neo-Idealism, Fa-
scism, and Catholic educational theo-
ries took centre stage. With the Re-
public, Catholic, secular-progressive
and communist ideologies became do-
minant in the political as well as in
the academic world. Professors of pe-
dagogy became engaged in societal
problems and politics; new academic
journals reflected this ethical and poli-
tical engagement, as well as the scien-
tific debate, which revolved around to-
1Roberto Sani is leading the Italian group in the Standing Work Group of ISCHE Mapping the
discipline 1987–2014, which will reconstruct the last 30 years ofchairs.
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pics like progressive education, school
reform and democracy. The mass ex-
pansion in the school and university
populations, the increase of educatio-
nal chairs, the growing importance
of teaching methods and of speciali-
zation, the collapse of Communism,
the spread of secularism and relativi-
sm and the new ministerial evaluation
criteria have all produced significant
effects: a fragmentation of pedagogy,
split into micro sectors; the drama-
tic growth of academic journals; the
fading of ideological barriers.
The pressure for internationaliza-
tion and new ministerial models of
scientific evaluation, together with the
aforementioned changes, have produ-
ced in the last decade an explosion
in the number of scientific journals.
We have many journals, probably too
many. In 2014 41 journals were clas-
sified as first rate (A), plus other new
ones are striving to attain this mini-
sterial evaluation (Baldacci, 2014, p.15).
Very few however are in Scopus or
WoS. Every pedagogical discipline has
its own society and therefore journal
(media education, special education,
empiric education, family education,
children’s education, adult education,
etc). A comparative (also internatio-
nal) analysis of these magazines still
has to be done (Knaupp et al, 2014).
In history, however, a clear step
forward has been made. Whereas
before, historic articles were publi-
shed in general education magazines,
now, with the separation of history of
education from the chair of pedago-
gy in the Eighties and the shift from
a neo-Idealistic history of ideas to a
history of schooling and education;
with new sources and methods, and
archival competences, specific jour-
nals have been born: Studi di storia
dell’educazione [Studies of history of
education] (1980–95) by Fabrizio Ra-
vaglioli; in 1981 the review of the Ita-
lian Society for History of Education
started a publication, originally as a
thin bulletin, which was then total-
ly restructured and now renamedRi-
vista di storia dell’educazione [Jour-
nal of history of education] (Floren-
ce, 1981–present day); in 1994 Lucia-
no Pazzaglia, with other professors
of the Catholic University of Milan
and Dominique Julia, set up Annali
di storia dell’educazione e delle isti-
tuzioni scolastiche [Annals of histo-
ry of education and school institu-
tions] (1994–present day) through the
Catholic publishing house La Scuo-
la, which hosted articles by foreign
historians; in 2006 Roberto Sani, pre-
viously professor in the Catholic Uni-
versity of Milan, then rector of the
University of Macerata, founded and
directed History of Education & Chil-
dren’s Literature (2006–present day),
a journal with an impressive interna-
tional board, which soon registered
on Scopus and WoS.
It is not the case that the titles of
these magazines always refer to the
history of education as opposed to
the history of pedagogy, thus underli-
ning their distance from an idealistic
approach; the last magazine has an
English title, for it aimed to become
an international journal from the very
beginning.
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